GEN EDS WITH MEANING

UST 102
PROFESSIONAL WRITING
Research urban issues in the Cleveland area while developing your writing skills! Equivalent to ENG 102.

UST 250
THE CITY IN FILM
Learn about life in urban America through movies, through the perspectives of city planning, art, politics, and architecture.
Arts and Humanities

UST 200
INTRO TO URBAN STUDIES
Are you interested in making a positive impact on your community through social justice, urban revitalization, sustainability, and policy? Urban Studies applies social science theories to improving communities.
Social Science

UST 259
NATURAL HISTORY OF THE CLEVELAND AREA
Learn how the Cleveland area looked before it was industrialized. Students take field trips to museums and parks to learn Cleveland history through nature.
Natural Science

UST 302
CONTEMPORARY URBAN ISSUES
Explore American urban life, with a particular focus on issues of race, class and ethnicity. The class addresses the physical, social and economic dimensions of the urban crisis and emphasizes African-American communities.
African-American Experience, WAC

UST 289
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
Weather, erosion, earthquakes, energy, rocks, wind, precipitation, volcanos, landslides, oceans - understand how the physical environment has developed and its impact on our urban areas.
Natural Science

UST 290
URBAN GEOGRAPHY
Learn how cities have changed over time and continue to change - students will develop an understanding of the influences of politics, transportation, economics, and social forces on cities and consider how to solve urban problems.
Social Science, WAC

UST 222
WORLD POPULATION AND SOCIETY
How do the powerful forces of population growth and change (births, deaths, migration) affect societal transitions in the world? Students examine how these transitions are unfolding in different ways in a range of countries, with particular emphasis on the developing countries where most population growth is occurring.
Social Science Non-Western

UST 202
CLEVELAND - THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN EXPERIENCE
This course is designed to explore the major economic, political, and social issues that have influenced Cleveland over the past two hundred years, particularly from the perspective of the African American community.
African-American Experience, WAC

UST 251
AFRICAN-AMERICAN IMAGE ON FILM
View the work of artists in movies reflecting life in urban black America, including perspectives of city planning and politics.
African-American Experience, WAC

For more information, contact us at urbanprograms@csuohio.edu